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My Yamal
My name is Dasha Khiznyak. I was born and raised in the beautiful and majestic place on the Yamal Peninsula. So I want to tell you what so great Yamal is.

Yamal is the earth’s end that is what a name of the Peninsula from Nenetz into Russian means;
the Peninsula Yamalo – Nenetz Area was named after. Yamal is the earth’s end, the Arctic
Ocean lies beyond it. In winter the Arctic Ocean ices and white snowed up tundras of Yamal,
Taz and Gydan Peninsulas are of the same colour.

The Ocean ices are separated from them with a narrow strip of Arctic littoral blue waters in
summer. Yamal…one upon the time tropical forests covered that land and waters of the then
warm northern sea washed its shores. Herds of mammoths were wandering Yamal’s areas .

Travelers, geographers and archaeologists found and studied in Yamal tundras these traces,
restoring life of the past little by little. In the middle of the twentieth century it united an ancient
voice of the polar tundra with voices of modern industries emerging in the area. Towns of
concrete and steel were set up huge tundra’s plain, covered with rivers and lakes, where tepees of
the nomads had been previously located. New voices and songs are heard at the end of the

second millennium in these towns located at “Land’s End”.

Yamal has seen many people and witnessed many events, people are leading and will lead a
Norman’s life in its tundra’s, leaving their present to the future third millennium to the
twentieth first century. A voice of the normad, reindeer-breeder, as well as voices of a fisherman,
young Yamal towns will always be heard in the ancient tundra. All of them are embraced by
tundra, uniting them for the future, keeping them and giving each what he deserves.

